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Aquidneck Island, an island comprised of 69 miles of coastline, is a community known for its beautiful 

coastline and characteristic seascape views. This island is residence to 50 public shoreline access points, 

as designated by the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council throughout the City of 

Newport, Town of Middletown, and Town of Portsmouth. 

These public shoreline access sites allow for year-round and seasonal residents to interact with their 

surrounding coastal environment and participate in ocean activities. Clean Ocean Access recognizes the 

importance of protecting, preserving and maintaining these public access sites so future generations can 

enjoy ocean activities. As of April 4, 2017, Clean Ocean Access has adopted 30 public rights-of-way on 

Aquidneck Island with the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council, City of Newport, Town 

of Middletown, and Friends of the Waterfront. 

During the 2nd Quarter of 2018, Clean Ocean Access volunteers and staff monitored all 50 public rights-

of-way, along with performing marine debris removal, and at some locations, monitoring water quality. 

Overall, most access points are in good status, all requiring short, medium and long-term action plans to 

maintain access to the water for recreational ocean activities. There is one right-of-way in Newport, and 

two rights-of-ways in Portsmouth that are not clearly identifiable and require coordinated action with 

Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council and municipal staff.  

Clean Ocean Access efforts to protect, preserve and improve shoreline access for residents and visitors 

would not be possible without the help of our volunteers! Clean Ocean Access volunteers monitor all 50 

rights-of-way year-round, illustrating the inclination to protect public access to the shoreline is 

widespread throughout the Aquidneck Island communities.  

We extend our sincere appreciation to the staff and council of the City of Newport, Town of Middletown 

and Town of Portsmouth, and Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council for supporting our 

current and future efforts to protect public access to the shoreline so future generations can enjoy ocean 

activities.  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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CITY OF NEWPORT  

OVERVIEW  

 

The City of Newport is residence to 23 of the 50 public shoreline access points designated by 

the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council (CRMC) on Aquidneck Island. In 2008, 

Clean Ocean Access adopted Ochre Point, the first adoption of any of the Newport rights-of-

way. Ochre Point, also known as Ruggles Avenue, provides access to a popular surfing and 

fishing location. Clean Ocean Access’s adoption of this location signified the community’s need 

to keep this right-of-way unobstructed and clean, so people could continue to access this 

location year-round. Clean Ocean Access adopted the 17 rights-of-way along the Newport 

Harbor, expanding from the wharfs along Lower Thames Street, all the way up to The Point. 

These locations were adopted in partnership with Friends of the Waterfront, highlighting the 

already established Newport Harbor Walk – a scenic walking tour of the Newport Harbor 

utilizing the public shoreline access points. As of 2017, Clean Ocean Access has adopted all 23 

public shoreline access points in the City of Newport. By adopting these locations, Clean Ocean 

Access demonstrates a commitment and responsibility to the City of Newport for protecting the 

public rights-of-way, and leadership in providing and pursuing action plans to see that these 

rights-of-way are safely accessible.  
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STATUS  

Since the end of the first quarter (March 31, 2018), Clean Ocean Access (COA) had the help of 

13 volunteers who performed 85 surveys of these locations between March 31st and June 30th. 

As of the end of Quarter 2, Cypress Street (Z-06), Ledge Road (Z-03), and Goat Island Connector 

(Z-16) are in need of COA Adoption signs. Both signs at Ledge Road are faded to white and 

illegible as well as the one sign at Goat Island Connector. The access point at Goat Island 

Connector (Z-17) is in need of both the COA Adoption sign and a CRMC sign, but first the exact 

location of this access point needs to be determined by CRMC. Pine Street (Z-09) is in need of a 

CRMC sign and additional CRMC signs are needed at the Thames Street entrance to Lee’s Wharf 

(Z-19) and Waites Wharf (Z-22).  There is a black iron fence causing an obstruction to the right 

of way at Brown and Howard Wharf (Z-18).  However, there is no encroachment to the 

pathways or shorelines at 21 of our 23 rights of way in Newport. Also, 10 of the 23 public rights-

of-way do not provide accessibility to the waterfront. In addition, there is one right-of-way, the 

Goat Island Connector (West), where COA is unsure whether the right-of-way is on the 

northwest or southwest side of the bridge.  

COA proposes a series of action plans for the rights-of-way throughout the City of Newport. 

COA acted on the following action plans for respective access sites: we provided COA Adoption 

signs to the City of Newport and are awaiting installation. The City of Newport has reached out 

to CRMC to request CRMC signs for Pine Street. We have contacted CRMC and are still working 

to determine the exact location of the Goat Island Connector (West). We have finalized the 

Memorandum of Understanding for the adoption of Marine Ave (Z-24) and are in the process of 

adopting this right-of-way. We have also addressed multiple large debris issues at rights-of-way 

and reached out to the City of Newport who has taken care of all these issues in a timely 

manner. In addition, Clean Ocean Access will be introducing a “Flexible Shoreline Access 

Cleanup Program” that will work to clean each right-of-way once a month. As for the remaining 

action plans, Clean Ocean Access will continue to discuss feasibility plans at sites with impeded 

access to the water to improve current pathways for full public access to these rights-of-way. In 

addition, at all 50 public rights-of-way, Clean Ocean Access will continue to perform shoreline 
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access monitoring at least once per month, continue with biannual cleanups, and continue to 

report any issues with the rights-of-way to the proper authorities. 

The following pages outline a detailed qualitative assessment of each Newport public access 

point and provide an action plan for maintaining each right-of-way.  
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ACCESS POINTS 

WEBSTER STREET  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-01 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS  

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  NO 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS:  

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. There is no direct access to the shoreline at this 

location because the walkway leads to a rocky cliff resulting with a steep drop to the water. However, because this 

right-of-way is part of The City of Newport’s Cliff Walk, this site leads to many opportunities for shoreline 

accessibility.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Webster Street includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup 

Program”, in partnership with the City of Newport, (3) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the 

proper authorities.   

PICTURES: 

 

Photo documents the CRMC and COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW and access to the rest of the Cliff 

Walk (above).  
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NARRAGANSETT AVENUE  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-02 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. There is direct access to the shoreline via Forty Steps, 

a stairwell leading down to a rocky area, a popular spot for young locals in the summertime. This Cliff Walk 

entrance also allows for more opportunities to access the shoreline while using the Cliff Walk. This is the first 

summer that included a new car payment system, free sunscreen distributor, permeable pavers and finishing of 

repairs to the entrance to the Cliff Walk.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Narragansett Avenue includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per 

month shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access 

Cleanup Program”, in partnership with the City of Newport, (3) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to 

the proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the CRMC and COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (bottom left), the new permeable 

pavers (top left), the free sunscreen distributor (bottom middle), the new car pay stations (bottom right), and 

easily accessible Cliff Walk paths (top right).  
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LEDGE ROAD  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-03 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES  

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES – faded (needs replacing) 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES – PERMIT-F PARKING ONLY 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no encroachment or obstruction to this right-of-way. There is direct access to the shoreline at the end of 

Ledge Road via a stone pathway. Both COA adoption signs need replacing. It was observed that there is very little 

trash at this site and the trash has been cleaned up.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Ledge Road includes the following steps: (1) Replace the faded Clean Ocean Access adoption 

signs with current signage (Signs ordered, received, delivered to Scott Wheeler, need to schedule installation with 

Scott and his team), (2) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (3) Continue with 

biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”, in partnership with the City of 

Newport, (4) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the proper authorities and pay attention for 

possible lawn waste. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the CRMC and faded COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), and the accessible 

rocky shoreline (right).   
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OCHRE POINT 

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-04 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES – PERMIT-F PARKING ONLY 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no encroachment or obstruction to this right-of-way. Concern was raised about a large rusty pipe lying 

behind the bench at the end of Ruggles Avenue. People can access the shoreline by climbing down the seawall to 

the rocky shoreline. Unobstructed access to the seawall must remain in place so surfers and fisherman can 

continue to participate in ocean activities year-round.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Ochre Point includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup 

Program”, in partnership with the City of Newport, (3) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the 

proper authorities, (4) Get rusty pole removed from behind bench (Scott has been contacted and asked to assist 

with disposal of pole). 

PICTURES: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo documents the CRMC and COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW and newly renovated entrance to 

the Cliff Walk (left), and new black fence installed at the bottom of the walkway (right).   

 

 

SEA VIEW AVENUE  
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CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-05 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  NO 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  NO 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is slight encroachment and no obstruction to this right-of way. The hedges at the walkway are overgrown 

and need to be trimmed; this issue has been successfully addressed in the past. There is no direct access to the 

shoreline at this entrance to the Cliff Walk, but this location provides opportunities for shoreline access while 

walking along it. Recent survey observations cite that the missing piece of fence, used to protect passersby from 

the dangerous edge of the Cliff Walk along this segment, has been replaced. Gate was removed from culvert 

sometime in early April, but there still appears to be overflowing based on the debris cleaves on the Cliff Walk. 

Efforts by property owners on Sea View Avenue has reduced some of the stormwater overflow. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Sea View Avenue includes the following steps: (1) Discuss possible ways to further minimize the 

amount of stormwater runoff entering this area of the Cliff Walk by contacting Scott Wheeler from the City of 

Newport and meeting with him in the next quarter, (2) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline access 

monitoring, (3) Continue with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”, in 

partnership with the City of Newport, (4) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the proper authorities, 

(5) Develop a plan to reduce amount of dog waste and dog waste bags that are not disposed of correctly.  

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the CRMC and COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), the location of stormwater 

runoff (top right), and the broken fence at this location (bottom right).  
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CYPRESS STREET 

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-06 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   NO 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES – LEFT SIDE OF STREET  

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to this right-of-way. The shoreline is directly accessible via a concrete 

stairway leading from the street to the sandy beach below. There is also no COA adoption sign at this location.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Cypress Street includes the following steps: (1) Install COA adoption sign (Sign ordered, 

received, delivered to Scott Wheeler, installment needs to be scheduled), (2) Continue with at least one time per 

month shoreline access monitoring, (3) Continue with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access 

Cleanup Program”, in partnership with the City of Newport, (4) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to 

the proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign and missing COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), and the 

accessible sandy shoreline (right).   
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VAN ZANDT STREET 

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-07 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES – PUBLIC STREET PARKING  

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no encroachment or obstruction to this right-of-way. There is direct access to the shoreline via a ramp 

leading down from the pier, in addition to a ladder at the end of the pier leading directly into the water. Litter is 

frequently noted at this location. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Van Zandt Street includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup 

Program”, in partnership with the City of Newport, (3) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the 

proper authorities, (4) Brainstorm ways to reduce floating debris and litter at this location. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photo documents the CRMC and COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW, and the accessible shoreline via a 

pier (above).  
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BATTERY STREET  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-08 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  NO 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES – PUBLIC STREET PARKING  

OVERALL STATUS: 

The recent construction that was blocking the pathway and access to shoreline has been moved. The CRMC and 

adoption signs are both visible and in good shape.   

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Battery Street includes the following steps: (1) Contact Scott Wheeler from the City of Newport 

and plan a meeting in the next quarter to discuss making improvements to the footpath to water for increased 

recreational activities, (2) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (3) Continue 

with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”, in partnership with the City of 

Newport, (4) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photo documents the CRMC and COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW, and drop-off that impedes 

accessibility to the shoreline (above).  
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PINE STREET   

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-09 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no recent construction that is obstructing the pathway leaving. The shoreline is directly accessible via a 

slope leading to the sandy shoreline. There is a driveway providing public parking for shoreline access and dingy 

storage on the beach. It was noted that there was never any trash until after signs and trailer showed up for 

construction. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Pine Street includes the following steps: (1) Follow up with city staff for update on recent 

construction, (2) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (3) Continue with 

biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”, in partnership with the City of 

Newport, (4) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the proper authorities.  

PICTURES: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photos document the CRMC and COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW, and the accessible shoreline 

(left), and the upside down COA adoption sign (right).  
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CHERRY STREET  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-10 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no encroachment or obstruction to this right-of-way. It was cited that the rose bush was overhanging the 

steps, but they were noted as trimmed in later observations. There is direct access to the water via a grass 

pathway with stairs leading down to the shoreline. There is a paved driveway that provides public parking for use 

of this right-of-way. Site observations lead to the assumption that the right-of-way driveway may serve as a 

personal driveway by the adjacent property, but there are no problems walking through. There is other street 

parking available as well. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Cherry Street includes the following steps: (1) Assess the feasibility of replacing the paved 

surface to a pervious surface to reduce stormwater runoff to the shoreline in the future, (2) Monitor the vehicle 

parking on the right-of-way, (3) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (4) 

Continue with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”, in partnership with 

the City of Newport, (5) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the CRMC and COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), and the accessible sandy 

shoreline (right).   
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CHESTNUT STREET   

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-11 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES – PUBLIC STREET PARKING 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to this right-of-way. There is direct access to the shoreline via a grass 

pathway opening to a stone stairway that leads to the sandy shoreline. There is kayak and dinghy storage at this 

location. There were small boats being stored on the staircase that did not affect people walking by but would 

affect small kayaks or boats getting through.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Chestnut Street includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup 

Program”, in partnership with the City of Newport, (3) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the 

proper authorities. (4) Plan to monitor small boats on the staircase for the summer of 2018. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the CRMC and COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), and the accessible sandy 

shoreline (right).   
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 WALNUT STREET 

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-12 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES –PUBLIC STREET PARKING  

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to this right-of-way. There is direct access to the shoreline via a grass 

pathway leading to a stairway opening to the sandy shoreline below.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Walnut Street includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup 

Program”, in partnership with the City of Newport, (3) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the 

proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the CRMC and COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), and the accessible sandy 

shoreline (right).   
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WILLOW STREET  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-13 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no encroachment or obstruction to this right-of-way. There is direct access to the shoreline via a long-

paved driveway that leads to a boat ramp. There is public permit-only storage for kayaks and dinghies with a large 

driveway for public parking. The public storage invites community members to interact with their public rights-of-

way and surrounding coastal environment. Recent observations noted that there is a lot of litter at this location.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Willow Street includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup 

Program”, in partnership with the City of Newport, (3) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the 

proper authorities, (4) Meet with Scott Wheeler to devise plan to reduce litter at this location. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the CRMC and COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), and the accessible shoreline 

via a boat ramp and public permit-only kayak storage (right).   
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POPLAR STREET  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-14 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no encroachment or obstruction to this right-of-way. There is direct access to the shoreline via a paved 

driveway leading to a boat ramp. There is also dinghy storage and a driveway that allows for public parking for 

accessing the right-of-way.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Poplar Street includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup 

Program”, in partnership with the City of Newport, (3) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the 

proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the CRMC and COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), and the accessible shoreline 

via a boat ramp (right). 
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ELM STREET  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-15 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS:  

There is no obstruction or encroachment to this right-of-way. There is direct access to the water via a paved 

driveway leading to a boat ramp. This right-of-way includes a driveway allowing for public parking for shoreline 

access.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Elm Street includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline 

access monitoring, (2) Continue with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup 

Program”, in partnership with the City of Newport, (3) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the 

proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the CRMC and COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), and the accessible shoreline 

via a pier and boat ramp (right).   
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GOAT END CONNECTOR (EAST)  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-16 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES  

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  NO 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES  

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. However, there is not direct access to the shoreline 

due to a seawall with a high drop-off into the water. There are two mid-level rails missing therefor creating a 

hazard to the public.  A pier provides fishing access, but as a result, impedes direct access to the shoreline. There is 

public parking on the opposite side of the street for public access. It was noted in recent observations that there 

has been a lot of fishing gear debris.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Goat End Connector (East) includes the following steps: (1) Replace the faded Clean Ocean 

Access adoption signs with current signage (Signs ordered, received, delivered to Scott Wheeler and scheduled for 

Fall installation), (2) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (3) Continue with 

biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”, in partnership with the City of 

Newport, (4) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the proper authorities, (5) Bring missing mid-level 

rails to the attention of the City of Newport in order to fix the hazard, (6) Devise plan to reduce fishing debris.  

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the CRMC and faded COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), and the inaccessible 

shoreline due to a steep drop-off (right). 
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GOAT END CONNECTOR (WEST) 

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-17 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   NO 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   NO 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  NO 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  NO 

OVERALL STATUS: 

The location of this right-of-way is unclear due to missing CRMC signage. The signs were delivered to Scott 

Wheeler. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Goat End Connector (West) includes the following steps: (1) Work with CRMC and the City of 

Newport to identify whether the right-of-way is located on the northwest or southwest side of the causeway (Have 

contacted the City of Newport and CRMC about determining the correct location); (2) Install Clean Ocean Access 

adoption and CRMC signs. 

PICTURES:  

 

Photo documents the suggested location of the ROW, but the location has not been confirmed.   
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BROWN & HOWARD WHARF  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-18 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  NO 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES – THAMES STREET PARKING 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to this right-of-way. However, there is not direct access to the shoreline 

due to a black fence at the end of the dock preventing access to the water. Concern was brought up that there is 

inconsistent signage between private and public property. There is a sign for “the Residences at Brown and 

Howard Wharf” that states “private property (residents and guests only beyond this point).” There are CRMC and 

Clean Ocean Access adoption signs as you enter the wharf from Thames Street, but both signage is missing while 

approaching the waterfront. It was also mentioned that the medallion was semi-turned over at this location, and a 

passerby was overheard asking about there being a walk along the water. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Brown & Howard Wharf includes the following steps: (1) Order CRMC sign, (2) Install Clean 

Ocean Access adoption sign on the wharf near the water (COA adoption sign ordered, received, delivered to Scott 

Wheeler and scheduled for Fall installation). (3) Address the inconsistent signage between private and public 

property, (4) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (5) Continue with biannual 

cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”, in partnership with the City of Newport, (6) 

Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document the CRMC and COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), the CRMC sign midway 

down the wharf (middle), and the end of the ROW with missing CRMC and COA adoption signs (right).  
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LEE’S WHARF   

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-19 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  NO 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES – THAMES STREET PARKING 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to this right-of-way. However, a stonewall, followed by a 10-foot drop-

off, impede public access to the water at this location. There is no Clean Ocean Access adoption signs located at 

the Thames Street entrance to the wharf, however the signs are on the shoreline area of the right-of-way location. 

It was also observed that there was no street medallion at Thames. It is noted that the CRMC is half way down the 

wharf.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Lee’s Wharf includes the following steps: (1) Order a CRMC sign for the Thames Street entrance 

to the wharf, (2) Install Clean Ocean Access adoption sign at the Thames Street entrance to the wharf (Clean Ocean 

Access adoption sign ordered, received, delivered to Scott Wheeler, but need to schedule installation) (3) Contact 

the City of Newport Harbormaster in the next quarter to discuss a plan for periodic inspection of accumulated 

marine debris and removal, (4) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (5) 

Continue with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”, in partnership with 

the City of Newport, (6) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the missing CRMC and COA adoption signs at the entrance to the ROW (left), the CRMC and COA 

adoption signs midway down the wharf (middle), and the inaccessible shoreline due to a steep drop-off (right). 
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HOWARD’S WHARF  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-20 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  NO 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES – THAMES STREET PARKING 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. However, there is a fence preventing public access to 

the water at the end of the wharf.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Howard’s Wharf includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup 

Program”, in partnership with the City of Newport, (3) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the 

proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document the CRMC and the COA adoption signs at the entrance to the ROW (left), the CRMC sign midway 

down the wharf (middle), and the CRMC sign on the fence at the end of the wharf even though there is no access 

to the water at this ROW (right).  
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SISSON’S WHARF  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-21 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES  

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES –THAMES STREET PARKING 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. Shoreline access is dependent on the availability of 

the dinghy dock, which is only in-use during the summer months with the start of boat activity. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Sisson’s Wharf includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup 

Program”, in partnership with the City of Newport, (3) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the 

proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign and the missing COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), and the 

accessible shoreline (right).  
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WAITES WHARF  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-22 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  NO 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES –THAMES STREET PARKING 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. However, a black fence at the end of the wharf 

impedes access to the shoreline. There is a sign on the fence that reads “Perpetual Public Access” even though one 

cannot physically access the water. The CRMC sign is currently hidden in between the pole and the yellow building. 

It was also observed that the medallion is missing or worn off at this location. It was also noted recently that access 

signs are blocked by unmanned parking attendant booth. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Waites Wharf includes the following steps: (1) Contact Scott Wheeler from the City of Newport 

to address moving middle CRMC sign for better visibility, (2) Address the inconsistent signage about access to this 

right-of-way, (3) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (4) Continue with 

biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”, in partnership with the City of 

Newport, (5) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign and COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), the CRMC sign halfway 

down the wharf (middle), and the black fence that prevents public access to the water at the end of the wharf 

(right).  
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SPRING WHARF  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Z-23 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  NO 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES – THAMES STREET PARKING  

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. There is direct access to the shoreline via a boat 

ramp and floating dock. The roadway along the waterfront is no longer blocked off. There has been observation of 

debris accumulating along the shoreline of this access site. It was also observed that there was a dumpster in front 

of the Monarch Butterfly dinghy. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Spring Wharf includes the following steps: (1) Contact the City of Newport Harbormaster for 

periodic inspection of accumulated marine debris and removal at this location, (2) Continue with at least one time 

per month shoreline access monitoring, (3) Continue with biannual cleanup, and introduce “Flexible Shoreline 

Access Cleanup Program”, in partnership with the City of Newport, (4) Continue to report any issues with right-of-

way to the proper authorities. (5) Follow up with marina about placement of the dumpster, in coordination with 

the Monarch Butterfly dinghy.  

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the CRMC and COA adoption signs at the entrance to the ROW (left), the public shoreline access 

sign at shoreline entrance (middle) and the boat ramp and floating dock creating access to the water (right). 
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TOWN OF MIDDLETOWN 

OVERVIEW  

The Town of Middletown is residence to 10 of the 50 public shoreline access points designated 

by the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council on Aquidneck Island. Clean Ocean 

Access has been monitoring public rights-of-way in Middletown since 2008, with the official 

adoption of the CRMC right-of-way of Tuckerman-West (Y-01). Monitoring public access 

overlaps with our other program areas including water quality monitoring, and marine debris 

removal and prevention. On April 4, 2017, Clean Ocean Access adopted six of the 10 public 

shoreline access points in the Town of Middletown. These locations include Shore Drive (Y-03), 

South East Esplanade (Y-05), Taggarts Ferry Road (Y-06), Kingfisher Avenue (Y-07), West End 

Purgatory Road (Y-09), and Shore Drive (Lot 107) (Y-10).  With the adoption of these new 

locations, Clean Ocean Access is committed and to working with the Town of Middletown for 

protecting the public rights-of-way and providing and pursuing action plans to see that these 

rights-of-way are safely accessible. 
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STATUS   

Since April 2017, Clean Ocean Access had the help of 11 volunteers who performed 45 surveys. 

As of the end of the first quarter (March 31, 2018), there is no obstruction and very minor 

encroachment to the rights-of-way in Middletown. The pathway at Tuckerman East has 

overgrown vegetation. Currently, nine out of the 10 rights-of-way in Middletown provide direct 

accessibility to the water. There is only one site, South East Esplanade (Y-05), that does not 

provide direct shoreline accessibility due to its position overlooking an uneven rocky area, 

creating a difficult and hazardous decent to the shoreline. There is significant erosion present at 

the Tuckerman-West (Y-01) and some erosion at North West Esplanade (Y-08) right-of-ways. 

Some signage at the Tuckerman-West (Y-01) right-of-way is being covered by vegetation and 

was pulled back but needs trimming. Third Beach Road, Taggarts Ferry, and NW Esplanade are 

all in need of CRMC signage. During this quarter, at Kingfisher Avenue (Y-07), we have made 

significant progress working with the neighbors, the fishing community, and the Navy surgeon 

team, addressing the problem with marine debris removal and promoting environmental 

stewardship. Litter has been reported at a number of these locations as well as minor 

vandalism at Taggarts Ferry.  

 

Clean Ocean Access proposes a series of action plans for the rights-of-way throughout the Town 

of Middletown. Clean Ocean Access acted on the following action plans for respective access 

sites: ordered, received, and delivered the new Clean Ocean Access adoption signs to Tom 

O’Loughlin and reached out to schedule installation, notified the Town of Middletown that they 

need to request the signs from the CRMC (COA will assist in picking up the signs and delivering 

to the town for them to install), now coordinating pole installation for the signs with the town, 

address the hidden CRMC sign on the fence, and address the encroachment at the Tuckerman 

East right-of-way. Clean Ocean Access continues to work on the remaining action plans by 

working with the Town of Middletown and neighboring properties to suggest ways to mitigate 

the amount of stormwater runoff reaching these rights-of-way, as well as improve current 

pathways to the shoreline that are deteriorating due to erosion. Lastly, Clean Ocean Access will 

continue to monitor each of the rights-of-way at least once a month, continue with biannual 
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cleanups at each location, introduce the “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program” to all 

rights-of-way and continue to report any issues with the 10 rights-of-way to the proper 

authorities. The following pages outline a detailed qualitative assessment of each Middletown 

public access point and provide an action plan for maintaining each right-of-way. 
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ACCESS POINTS 

TUCKERMAN –  WEST 

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Y-01 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES – ONLY ONE SIGN PRESENT 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

The Tuckerman-west access point is used year-round for shoreline activities primarily fishing, surfing, walking 

along the shoreline and swimming during the summer months. There are no obstructions or encroachment along 

the right-of-way, and the right-of-way provides directly access to the shoreline. Parking is only available by driving 

down a rutted path. This traffic is causing increased erosion, causing large stones to become visible. The footpath 

from the headland to the rocky shoreline has steep natural path that requires careful navigation.  The compact soil 

acts like impervious surface and allows for stormwater runoff to cause erosion along the right of way and erosion 

along the footpath from the headland to the rocky shoreline. Summer vegetation is starting to impede on the path 

and hide the CRMC public access sign hanging on the fence.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Tuckerman-west includes the following steps:  (1) Address the hidden CRMC sign on the fence; 

either trim the vegetation or relocate the sign, (4) Develop a plan with Town and adjacent properties to reduce the 

impact of stormwater runoff, (5) Plan to monitor and address the erosion issue on the path, (6) Continue with at 

least one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (7) Continue with biannual cleanup and introduce “Flexible 

Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”,  in partnership with the Town of Middletown, (8) Continue to report any 

issues with right-of-way to the proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the vegetation blocking the CRMC sign hanging on the fence at the entrance of the ROW (left). 
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SHORE DRIVE 

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Y-03 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES  

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  NO 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction to the right-of-way, but there is slight vegetation overgrowth.  There is direct access to the 

shoreline via a grass pathway sloping to down to a rocky, uneven footpath to the beach. COA Adoption sign was 

installed at the end of Q2.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plane for Shore Drive includes the following steps: (1) Improve recreational opportunities at this right-

of-way with a feasibility study to enhance the footpath to water, (2) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (3) Continue with biannual cleanup and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup 

Program”, in partnership with the Town of Middletown, (4) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the 

proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign and the new COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), and the 

accessible shoreline via a rocky pathway with slight vegetation overgrowth (right). 
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THIRD BEACH ROAD  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Y-04 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   NO 

ADOPTED BY:   N/A 

ADOPTION SIGN:   N/A 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. There is direct access to the shoreline from the street 

via a sandy pathway leading to the shoreline.  Third Beach Road needs a CRMC sign and a pole to install the CRMC 

sign on.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Third Beach Road includes the following steps: (1) Install missing CRMC sign, currently without 

the sign the right-of-way appears to be not accessible to the public, (Notified the Town of Middletown that they 

need to request the sign from CRMC; COA will assist picking up the sign and delivering it to the town for them to 

install) – Now coordinating pole installation for sign with the town, (2) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (3) Continue with biannual cleanup and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup 

Program”, in partnership with the Town of Middletown, (4) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the 

proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photos document the missing CRMC sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), and the old proper CRMC signage 

(right).  
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SOUTH EAST ESPLANADE 

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Y-05 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES  

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  LIMITED 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  NO 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. Shoreline access at this site is quite hazardous, and it 

was observed that access to this right-of-way is almost impossible and getting worse. There is a steep drop-off to 

the water lined with uneven rocks impedes public access to the shoreline. There is access only by climbing through 

beach rose, down off a wall, and over boulders (due to storm sewer project a few years ago). A wired fence by the 

roses and wall does make it even more difficult to climb down to the rocks or water. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for South East Esplanade includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per 

month shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue with biannual cleanup and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access 

Cleanup Program”,  in partnership with the Town of Middletown, (3) Continue to report any issues with right-of-

way to the proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign and the missing COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), and the 

inaccessible shoreline due to a steep drop-off (right). 
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TAGGARTS FERRY ROAD  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Y-06 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   NO 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment at this right of way. There is direct access to the shoreline via a paved 

driveway that opens to a sandy beach however this paved driveway is covered in large pot holes. The driveway 

provides public parking for use of this access location. It was observed that there were large amounts of litter at 

this location. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Taggarts Ferry Road includes the following steps: (1) Install missing CRMC sign (Notified the 

Town of Middletown that they need to request the sign from CRMC; COA will assist picking up the sign and 

delivering it to the town for them to install), (2) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline access 

monitoring, (3) Continue with biannual cleanup and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”,  in 

partnership with the Town of Middletown, (4) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the proper 

authorities, (5) Plan to monitor the presence of litter at this location, and put forth effort for litter prevention. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photo documents the missing CRMC and COA adoptions signs at the entrance to the ROW, and accessible 

shoreline access (above). The fallen tree occurred after this picture was taken. 
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KINGFISHER AVENUE 

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Y-07 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES  

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no encroachment or obstruction to this right-of-way. There is direct access to the shoreline via a long 

gravel driveway leading to an uneven grass and dirt pathway that opens onto a pebble shoreline. We have made 

significant progress working with the neighbors, the fishing community, and the Navy surgeon team, addressing 

the problem with marine debris and promoting environmental stewardship. COA adoption sign was installed at the 

end of the second quarter.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Kingfisher Avenue includes the following steps: (1) Discuss safer accessibility to the shoreline 

with a feasibility study to improve footpath to water, (2) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline 

access monitoring, (3) Continue with biannual cleanup and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”,  

in partnership with the Town of Middletown, (4) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the proper 

authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document CRMC sign and COA sign on right side of path at Kingfisher Ave. 
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NORTH WEST ESPLANADE  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Y-08 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   NO 

ADOPTED BY:   N/A 

ADOPTION SIGN:   N/A 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. There is direct access to the shoreline via a gravel 

pathway leading to a concrete stairway opening to the sandy shoreline of Easton’s Beach. The gravel pathway is 

eroding, causing the liner under the rock pathway to break through to the surface, and the cement steps are 

eroding.  This location is in need of a CRMC sign and pole for installation.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for North West Esplanade includes the following steps: (1) Install missing CRMC sign (Notified the 

Town of Middletown that they need to request the sign from CRMC; COA will assist picking up the sign and 

delivering it to the town for them to install) – Now coordinating pole installation for sign with the town), (2) 

Request a site visit with town staff to develop a plan to address erosion at the pathway and stairway, (3) Continue 

with at least one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (4) Continue with biannual cleanup and introduce 

“Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”,  in partnership with the Town of Middletown, (5) Continue to report 

any issues with right-of-way to the proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document the missing 

CRMC sign at the entrance to 

the ROW (bottom), the eroded 

path to the shoreline (top 

right), and the weathered 

cement stairs that lead to the 

accessible Easton’s Beach 

shoreline (top left).  
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WEST END PURGATORY ROAD 

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Y-09 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES – AT BOTH ENDS OF PARKING LOT 

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   NO 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES – ONLY MIDDLETOWN RESIDENTS DURING SUMMER 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. There is direct access to the sandy shoreline at the 

end of the driveway. This site needs a COA adoption sign. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for West End Purgatory Road includes the following steps: (1) Install Clean Ocean Access adoption 

signs (COA adoption signs were ordered, received, need to be delivered to Tom), (2) Continue with at least one 

time per month shoreline access monitoring, (3) Continue with biannual cleanup and introduce “Flexible Shoreline 

Access Cleanup Program”,  in partnership with the Town of Middletown, (4) Continue to report any issues with 

right-of-way to the proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign and the missing COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), and the 

accessible Easton’s Beach shoreline (right). 
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SHORE DRIVE (LOT 107)  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Y-10 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES  

ADOPTED BY:   CLEAN OCEAN ACCESS 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  NO 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. There is direct access to the shoreline via a clean 

stone pathway leading to the waterline. COA adoption sign was installed at the end of this quarter.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Shore Drive (Lot 107) includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per 

month shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue with biannual cleanup and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access 

Cleanup Program”, in partnership with the Town of Middletown, (3) Continue to report any issues with right-of-

way to the proper authorities. 

PICTURES:

 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign and new COA adoption sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), and the accessible 

cobble shoreline (right). 
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TUCKERMAN –  EAST 

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: Y-11 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ADOPTED BY:   RI SALT WATER ANGLERS ASSOCIATION 

ADOPTION SIGN:   YES – SALWATER ANGLERS 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  LIMITED ACCESS 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  NO 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is limited access to the right-of-way. There is direct access to the shoreline via a dirt path leading to a rocky 

shoreline, however the current vegetation decreases the accessibility to shoreline because it is narrowing the 

pathway. The pathway leading to the waterfront is very narrow and steep as you are approaching the water, with 

decreasing stability right as the path meets the shoreline. It was also noted that trash was covering the pathway 

and there is no trash can available at this access point.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Tuckerman-East includes the following steps: (1) Reach out to town and request trash barrel be 

placed at this access point, (2) Improve recreational opportunities at this right-of-way with a feasibility study to 

enhance the footpath to water, (3) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (4) 

Continue with biannual cleanup and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”,  in partnership with 

the Town of Middletown, (5) Continue to report any issues with right-of-way to the proper authorities. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), and the pathway to the shoreline with 

overgrown vegetation (middle and right).  
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TOWN OF PORTSMOUTH  

OVERVIEW  

 

The Town of Portsmouth is residence to 17 of the 50 public shoreline access points designated 

by the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council on Aquidneck Island. These public 

rights-of-way are located along the shoreline in the north and northeastern areas of 

Portsmouth, bordering with the Sakonnet River. Clean Ocean Access began monitoring some of 

the public shoreline access points in Portsmouth as part of the organization’s Portsmouth 

Expansion in 2014, to include island-wide marine debris removal, water quality monitoring, and 

shoreline protection. As of 2017, Clean Ocean Access monitors all 17 locations, however none 

have been adopted by the organization. Clean Ocean Access is looking to initiate the adoption 

process for the rights-of way in the 2017/2018 calendar year, demonstrating a commitment 

and responsibility to the Town of Portsmouth for protecting these public rights-of-way, in 

addition to providing a more active role in providing and pursuing action plans to see that these 

rights-of-way are safely accessible.   
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STATUS 

Since April 2018, Clean Ocean Access monitored all rights-of-way with the help of 5 volunteers 

who performed 49 surveys. There are some small encroachment issues with vegetation 

overgrowth that will be addressed this quarter. All the rights-of-way in the Town of Portsmouth 

provide direct accessibility to the shoreline, however several of these locations contain 

deteriorated cement boat ramps and stairways that makes public access difficult. In addition, 

some sites have clear effects of erosion from stormwater runoff. The rights-of-way at Point 

Street (V-05) and Anthony Road (V-02) are not clearly visible due to missing signage, making it 

difficult to identify, but the shoreline itself is accessible at Point Street.  

 

Clean Ocean Access proposes a series of action plans for the rights-of-way throughout the Town 

of Portsmouth. Clean Ocean Access acted on the following action plans for respective access 

sites: contacted the town about the missing CRMC signs, Gary Crosby (Town Planner) has new 

pictures with new signage. Clean Ocean Access continues to work on the remaining action plans 

by working with the Town of Portsmouth to address the deteriorating boat ramps and 

stairwells and develop a plan for improving and maintaining these areas so the public can use 

these rights-of-way for ocean activities. Clean Ocean Access also wants to work with the town 

and neighboring properties of the rights-of-way suffering from erosion to develop a plan to 

mitigate the amount of stormwater runoff passing through these sites. Clean Ocean Access is 

currently working with Common Fence Point Improvement Association, the Portsmouth Harbor 

Management Commission and the town of Portsmouth to adopt the right-of-ways at Anthony 

Road (V-02) and Narragansett Road (V-03). Lastly, Clean Ocean Access will continue to monitor 

each of the 17 rights-of-way at least once per month and continue to report any issues with the 

right-of-way to the proper authorities. The following pages outline a detailed qualitative 

assessment of each Portsmouth public access point and provide an action plan for maintaining 

each right-of-way.  
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ACCESS POINTS 

MOUNTAIN VIEW ROAD  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-01 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES   

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no encroachment to the right-of-way. Slight vegetation overgrowth at the entrance was noted earlier in 

the quarter and was addressed in a timely manner and trimmed. There is direct, easy access via a grass pathway to 

the cobble beach shoreline at this location. It was also noted in recent observations that there was severe 

fisherman debris. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Mountain View Road includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per 

month shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue to report any issues with the right-of-way to the proper 

authorities, (3) Continue with cleanup of this location and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”,  

in partnership with the Town of Portsmouth, (4) Currently working with Common Fence Point Improvement 

Association, the Portsmouth Harbor Management Commission and the town of Portsmouth to adopt the right of 

way. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign at the entrance to ROW (left), path to the shoreline (middle), and the accessible 

tidal flat and cobble shoreline (right). 
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ANTHONY ROAD  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-02 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   NO 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is some encroachment to the right-of-way with overgrown vegetation preventing a clear path to the water. 

It is unclear exactly where this right-of-way exists as there is no clear pathway and this site is in need of a pole with 

CRMC signage.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Anthony Road includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue to report any issues with the right-of-way to the proper authorities, (3) 

Continue with cleanup of this location and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”,  in partnership 

with the Town of Portsmouth (4) Currently working with Common Fence Point Improvement Association, the 

Portsmouth Harbor Management Commission and the town of Portsmouth to adopt the right of way, (5) 

Vegetation overgrowth on path needs to be maintained.  

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document entrance to the ROW and the missing CRMC sign. Photos also document how the right-of-way is 

hard to determine. 
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NARRAGANSETT ROAD   

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-03 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES   

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  LIMITED 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. There is complete access to the shoreline via a grass 

slope pathway directly to the tidal flat shoreline. Observations suggest that adjacent homes possibly use this right-

of-way as additional parking. There is dinghy and kayak storage onsite. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Narragansett Road includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue to report any issues with the right-of-way to the proper authorities, (3) 

Continue with cleanup of this location and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”,  in partnership 

with the Town of Portsmouth ,(4) Monitor the vehicle parking on the right-of-way, (5) Currently working with 

Common Fence Point Improvement Association, the Portsmouth Harbor Management Commission and the town 

of Portsmouth to adopt the right of way. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign at the entrance to the ROW (left) and the accessible tidal flat shoreline (right).  
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CEDAR AVENUE 

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-04   

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  LIMITED 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is some obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. Access to the shoreline is limited at this right-of-

way due to a two-foot drop-off from the pathway to the shoreline. The stairs at this location are starting to 

become broken. It was noted at the end of Quarter 2 that there is a large tree stump and post with cement base 

near the water level that could be hazardous.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Cedar Avenue includes the following steps: (1) Assess the large tree stump and post at the 

water line and take appropriate action, (2) Assess the parking availability at this location, (3) Continue with at least 

one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (4) Continue to report any issues with the right-of-way to the 

proper authorities, (5) Continue with cleanup of this location and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup 

Program”,  in partnership with the Town of Portsmouth. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document the entrance to the ROW and the slightly accessible tidal flat shoreline (right). 
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POINT STREET 

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-05 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   NO  

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  LIMITED 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  LIMITED 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is some obstruction and encroachment to the right-of-way. Identifying the exact location of the right-of-way 

is not possible and clear signage is required. The shoreline is accessible; however, it is difficult to identify due to 

missing signage.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Point Street includes the following steps: (1) Install missing CRMC sign (Contacted the Town of 

Portsmouth and Gary Crosby (Town Planner) has requested sign from CRMC), (2) Plan a site visit with installment 

of pole and sign, (3) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (4) Continue to report 

any issues with the right-of-way to the proper authorities, (5) Continue with cleanup of this location and introduce 

“Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”,  in partnership with the Town of Portsmouth. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the entrance to the ROW and missing CRMC signage (left), and the accessible tidal flat shoreline 

(right). 
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GREEN STREET 

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-06 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES   

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to this right-of-way. The shoreline is easily accessible via a narrow grass 

pathway that leads to two steps opening onto the sandy shoreline. It was noted that this right-of-way is 

maintained by the adjacent property owner. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Green Street includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue to report any issues with the right-of-way to the proper authorities, (3) 

Continue with cleanup of this location and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”, in partnership 

with the Town of Portsmouth. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign at the entrance to the ROW (left) and the accessible sandy shoreline (right).  
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SEACONNET BLVD & IVY AVENUE   

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-07 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES  

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to this right-of-way. There is direct access to the shoreline via a grass 

pathway leading to a slight decline towards the cobble shoreline. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Cedar Avenue includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue to report any issues with the right-of-way to the proper authorities, (3) 

Continue with cleanup of this location and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”, in partnership 

with the Town of Portsmouth. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign at the entrance to the ROW (left) and the accessible cobble beach shoreline 

(right).  
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SEACONNET BLVD  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-08 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES   

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. At one point this location included a 16x16 concrete 

boat ramp. Currently, this boat ramp is deteriorating, leaving abandoned concrete blocks in the middle of the 

pathway to the shoreline and ultimately restricting access to the shoreline. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Seaconnet Blvd includes the following steps: (1) Improve recreational opportunities at this 

right-of-way with a feasibility study to amend the ramp to the water, (2) Continue with at least one time per 

month shoreline access monitoring, (3) Continue to report any issues with the right-of-way to the proper 

authorities, (4) Continue with cleanup of this location and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”,  

in partnership with the Town of Portsmouth. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), deteriorating boat ramp (middle), and the 

slightly accessible sandy shoreline (right). 
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SEACONNET BLVD & GOULD AVENUE   

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-09 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES  

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. There is direct access to the shoreline via a concrete 

pathway. At one time, this location had a working concrete boat ramp adjacent to the concrete pathway. 

Currently, due to deteriorating concrete, this is no longer a working boat ramp and is potentially hazardous to 

people accessing the water. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Seaconnet Blvd & Gould Avenue includes the following steps: (1) Improve recreational 

opportunities at this right-of-way with a feasibility study to amend the ramp to water, (2) Continue with at least 

one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (3) Continue to report any issues with the right-of-way to the 

proper authorities, (4) Continue with cleanup of this location and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup 

Program”,  in partnership with the Town of Portsmouth. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign at the entrance to the ROW (top left), the deteriorating concrete boat ramp (top 

right), and accessible cobble beach shoreline (below). 
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SEACONNET BLVD & ISLAND PARK AVENUE  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-10 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES  

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. There is a grass pathway that leads to a drop-off at 

the shoreline, consisting of a pile of uneven rocks, which is impeding access to the sandy/pebble shoreline. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Seaconnet Blvd & Island Park Avenue includes the following steps: (1) Improve recreational 

opportunities at this right-of-way with a feasibility study to enhance the pathway to water, (2) Continue with at 

least one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (3) Continue to report any issues with the right-of-way to 

proper authorities, (4) Continue with cleanup of this location and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup 

Program”,  in partnership with the Town of Portsmouth. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign at the entrance to the ROW (left) and the slightly accessible pebble shoreline 

(right). 
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RUTH AVENUE   

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-11 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES 

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction to the right-of-way, however adjacent vegetation encroaches the right-of-way pathway. A 

row of thorn bushes is planted along the pathway, narrowing the right-of-way pathway to the shoreline. There is 

direct access to the shoreline via a grass pathway sloping down to the sandy shoreline. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Ruth Avenue includes the following steps: (1) Discuss ways to maintain the vegetation 

surrounding the pathway with the Town of Portsmouth, (2) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline 

access monitoring, (3) Continue to report any issues with the right-of-way to the proper authorities, (4) Continue 

with cleanup of this location and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”,  in partnership with the 

Town of Portsmouth. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign at the entrance to the ROW (top left), vegetation encroaching on the pathway 

leading to the shoreline (top right), and the accessible sandy shoreline (below).   
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FOUNTAIN AVENUE   

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-12 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES  

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. There is direct access to the water via a concrete 

driveway that leads right to the shoreline. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Fountain Avenue includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue to report any issues with the right-of-way to the proper authorities, (3) 

Continue with cleanup of this location and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”, in partnership 

with the Town of Portsmouth. 

PICTURES: 

 

Photos document the entrance to the ROW (left), and the accessible sandy pebble shoreline via the concrete ramp 

(right). 
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AQUIDNECK AVENUE   

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-13 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES  

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. There is direct access to the water via a concrete 

pathway with concrete stairs leading to the shoreline, however some of the concrete is weathered and potentially 

creating an unsafe pathway to the water.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Aquidneck Avenue includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (2) Assist with developing a long-term plan with the Town of Portsmouth and 

adjacent properties to reduce the impact of stormwater runoff, (3) Continue to report any issues with the right-of-

way to the proper authorities, (4) Continue with cleanup of this location and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access 

Cleanup Program”,  in partnership with the Town of Portsmouth. 

PICTURES:  

 

 

 

Photos document 

the CRMC sign at 

the entrance to 

the ROW (top 

left), the 

weathered 

concrete stairwell 

(bottom right), 

the large 

stormwater 

outfall at the base 

of ROW (bottom 

right), and the 

accessible pebble 

shoreline (top 

right).  
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ATLANTIC AVENUE AND TAILMAN STREET   

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-14 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES   

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. There is direct access to the water via a grass 

pathway leading to a concrete stairwell that opens onto the shoreline. 

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Atlantic Avenue and Tailman Street Avenue includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at 

least one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (2) Assist with developing a long-term plan with the Town 

of Portsmouth and adjacent properties to reduce the impact of stormwater runoff, (3) Continue to report any 

issues with the right-of-way to the proper authorities, (4) Continue with cleanup of this location and introduce 

“Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”,  in partnership with the Town of Portsmouth. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document 

the CRMC sign at 

the entrance to 

the ROW (top 

left), the concrete 

stairwell leading 

to the shoreline 

(bottom left), the 

large stormwater 

outfall at the base 

of the ROW 

(bottom right), 

and the accessible 

pebble shoreline 

(top right).  
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ATLANTIC AVENUE  

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-15 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES  

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction to the right of way but the vegetation is impeding access and needs to be cut back. There is 

direct access to the water via a grass pathway leading directly to the sandy shoreline.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Atlantic Avenue includes the following steps: (1) Reach out to Town of Portsmouth to address 

vegetation overgrowth, (2) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (3) Assist with 

developing a long-term plan with the Town of Portsmouth and adjacent properties to reduce the impact of 

stormwater runoff (4) Continue to report any issues with the right-of-way to the proper authorities, (5) Continue 

with cleanup of this location and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”,  in partnership with the 

Town of Portsmouth. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign at the entrance to the ROW (left), the pathway to the shoreline (middle), and the 

accessible sandy/pebble shoreline (right).  
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CHILD STREET   

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-16 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES  

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES  

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. There is direct access to the shoreline via a pathway 

at the end of the end of the road.  

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Child Street includes the following steps: (1) Continue with at least one time per month 

shoreline access monitoring, (2) Continue to report any issues with the right-of-way to the proper authorities, (3) 

Continue with cleanup of this location and introduce “Flexible Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”, in partnership 

with the Town of Portsmouth. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document the CRMC sign at the entrance to the ROW (left) and the accessible pebble shoreline (right).  
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MORNINGSIDE LANE 

CRMC DESIGNATION CODE: V-17 

CRMC SIGNAGE:   YES    

ACCESS TO SHORELINE:  YES 

PARKING AVAILABLE:  YES 

OVERALL STATUS: 

There is no obstruction or encroachment to the right-of-way. There is direct access to the water via a grass 

pathway opening to a few stairs that lead to the shoreline.   

ACTION PLAN: 

The action plan for Morningside Lane includes the following steps: (1) Replace broken CRMC sign (Contact the 

Town of Portsmouth and Gary Crosby (Town Planner) and request sign from CRMC),  (2) Assist with developing a 

long-term plan with the Town of Portsmouth and adjacent properties to reduce the impact of stormwater runoff, 

(3) Continue with at least one time per month shoreline access monitoring, (4) Continue to report any issues with 

the right-of-way to the proper authorities, (5) Continue with cleanup of this location and introduce “Flexible 

Shoreline Access Cleanup Program”,  in partnership with the Town of Portsmouth. 

PICTURES: 

 

 

Photos document 

the CRMC sign at 

the entrance to 

the ROW before it 

was broken (top 

left), the grass 

pathway opening 

to a stone 

stairwell leading 

to the shoreline 

(bottom left), the 

large stormwater 

outfall at the base 

of the ROW 

(bottom right), 

and the accessible 

pebble shoreline 

(top right).  

 


